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Docket Nos. 50-424

U.' S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

' Gentlemen:

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT

TRANSFORMER FAILURE RESULTS IN LOSS OF STEAM
GENERATOR LEVEL AND MANUAL REACTOR TRIP

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, Georgia Power Company hereby submits the
enclosed report _related to an event which occurred on December 18, 1990.

Sincerely,
. e s

$ i |S,&$
W. G. Hairston, III

WGH,III/NJS/gm

Enclosure: -LER-50-424/1990-023

Xc:. Georaia Power Company
Mr. C. K. McCoy

LMr.-W._B.-Shioman.-

Mr. P. D. Rushton
Mr. R M. Odom

-NORMS

U. S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission

Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator
Mr. D. S._ Hood, licensing Project Hanager, NRR

.

Mr. B. R. Bonser, Senior. Resident Inspector, Vogtle

$9101220420 91d115
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LICENSER EVENT REPORT (LER).

FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) - FIEF f31

V0GTG E!IETRIC GDBATING PIMf UNIT 1 05000424 [L o, j 4
IIILE (4)
1EANSTORMIR FAIWRE RESULTS IN IDSS OF STFAM GDUATOR 1REL AND MANUAL REAC'IUR TRIP

EUthi DATE (5) Lit huMBER (6) REPORT DATE (7) OTHER F ACILillES lhv0LVED (6)
M001H DAY YEAR VEAR $EQ hum REV MONTH DAY YEAR FACILl1V hAMES DOCKli humBER($)

05000r

12 18 90 90 023 00 01 15 91 05000

)I
pis aEPORi is su iMI :iED PvRsuAwi 10 iME REQuittMcnis of 10 CrR 01)o,,,,, ,

CODE (9) I 20.402(b)

LEVEL 100 -
20.405(a)(1)(1)

_ 20.405(c) ^ 50.73(s)(2)(lv) 73.7)(b) *

50.3t(c)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v) 73.71(c)POMER
~

20.405(e)(1)(ll)
_

50.36(c)(2)
_

50.73(a)(2)(vil)
_

OTHER (specify in
20.40$(a)(1)(lit) 50.73(e)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(vill)(A) Abstract be(ow)_

'

~
20.405(e)(1)(lv) 50.73(a)(2)(ll) 50.73(e)(2)(vill)(B)- ~

20.405(a)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(lit) 50.73(a)(2)(x)
LICEk6E E CONI ACI f 0R IMi$ LER (li)

4AME TELEPHONE WOMBER

AREA CODE

R. M. OIXN, NUCLEAR SAFETY AND (IEPLIANCE 404 826 3201
COMPLETE ONE LihE FOR EACM FAILURE DESCRi&ED IN THl$ NEPORY (13)

CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MA"U AC- R P0Rf CAUSE SYdTEM COMP 0NENT MAkUfAC. R PORT
7URER wpp gURgp

X EA XFMR G080 Y

X EA BKR B455 Y ,

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECIED (14) MONTH DAY YEAR

SUBMIS$10N
] YES(if yes, comp (ete EXPECTED SUS.,lSSION DATE) % ko DATE (15)

A&$iRACI (16)

On 12 18 90 at 1936 CST, Unit I was operating at 100% power when a 4160/480 volt
non 1E transformer (1NB10X) experienced an internal fault. This failure
resulted in a loss of power for the speed control circuitry for the 1B Main
Feedwater Pump (MFP) turbine and certain support systems for emergency diesel
generator 1B. Feedwater pump speed, feedwater flow, and Steam Generator (SG)
levels decreased. The Reactor Operator initiated a manual reactor trip at 1937
CST after efforts to maintain SG 1evels were unsuccessful. All safety related
functions occurred per design following the reactor trip; however, a non 1E 4160
volt bus failed to automatically transfer to the reserve auxiliary transformers
causing a temporary loss ot various non 1E house loads. Transfer of the 4160
volt bus was complet.ed manually and normal plant conditions were established for
Hot Standby by 1956 CST.

The root cauce for the transformer failure is indeterminate; however, several

similar transformer failures have occurred at VEGP (reference LER
50 424/1990-016). The involved transformers are GE Class AA/FA, three phase,
dry type transformers. The failed transformer has been replaced and further
study of possible factors which may have led to the failure is in progress.
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'- LICENSEE EVENT' REPORT (LER)'
TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) DOCK [T NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (5) PAG [ (3)
YEAR SEQ HUN REV

V07fLE 12ECIRIC GENERATING PIRif - UNIT 1 05000424 90 023 00 2 0F 4
IEXT

A. REQUIREM Nr FOR REPORT

This report is required per 10 CPR 50,73 (a)(2)(iv) because an unplanned
actuation of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) occurred.

B. UNIT STATUS AT TIME OF EVENT

At the time of this event, Unit I was in Mode 1 (Power Operation) at 100% of
rated thermal power, other than that described herein, there was no
inoperable equipment which contributed to the occurrence of this event,

C. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

on l'2-18 90, at 1936 CST, a 4160/480 volt non 1E transformer (1NB10X)
experienced an internal fault, causing the associated feeder breaker to trip
open, This resulted in a loss of power to 480 volt switchgear INB10 which
was supplying power for the speed control circuitry for the IB Main
Feedwater Pump (MPP) turbine and for the keep warm lube oil pumps and air
compressors for emergency diesel generator 18. On receipt of alarms in the
control room for the loss of INB10, control room operators quickly
recognized that the speed of MFP 1B and feedwater flow was decreasing and
that Steam Generator (SG) water levels were beginning to decrease. In an
attempt to maintain SG 1evels, the Balance of Plant Operator immediately
started the standby condensate pump and began to decrease turbine load,
Also, the Reactor Operator began to manually insert control rods and
initiated emergency boration, At 1937 CST, with SG 1evels at 20% narrow
range and decreasing, a manual reactor trip was initiated prior to reaching
the SG low-low level trip setpoint.

On initiation of the reactor trip, all control rods were observed to fully
insert and a Feedwater Isolation (FWI) and an Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
actuation occurred per design, All additional safety related functions
occurred per design; however, following the trip of the main generator on
the reactor trip, a non-1E 4160 volt bus (1NA04) failed to automatically
transfer from the Unit Auxiliary _ Transformers (UATs) to the Reserve
Auxiliary Transformers (RATS), This resulted in a temporary 1 css of power
to the non-1E house loads that were being supplied by 1NA04. Also, on the-
failure of 1NA04 to transfer, certain non-1E inverters tied tc the Technical
Support Center (TSC) batteries failed to pick up the power supply for the
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Emergency Response Facility (ERP) computers, certain
multiplior-cabinets, and the plant paging system. This resulted in a-
temporary loss of these components and temporarily affected several inputs
to_the plant computer, Proteus. At 1950 CST, INA04 was successf.ully
transferred to the RATS af ter a Plant Equipment Operator (PEO) manually
racked out and racked '.n the RAT tie breaker, The various loads supplied by
INA04 were restored and at 1956 CST, Unit Operating Procedure (UOP)

. .-. r _
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER).
TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (t) LER NUMBER (5) PAGE (3)
YEAR SEQ NUM MV

NOGTIE E1Ef1RIC CENERATING PING - UNIT 1 05000424 90 023 00 3 0F q
IEXI-

12006 C, " Unit Cooldown to Cold Shutdown," was entered after normal plant |
: conditions were established for Mode 3 (Hot Standby). Subsequently, at 2022
CST,- the operability of the required AC offsite sources was verifled in

.

accordance with the requirements of the Technical Specifications for an |
inoperable emergency diesel _ generator.

D. CAUSE OF EVENT

The direct cause of the reactor trip was the loss of power to 480 volt
switchgear 1NB10 due to the failure of transformer 1NB10X. The root cause
for the failure of 1NB10X is indeterminate. Investigation of the failure
indicates that the transformer experienced an internal fault in the "B"
phase _high side windings; however, the initiating cause for-the fault has
not been determined. Transformer 1NB10X is a GE Class AA/FA, three phase,
60 hertz, dry type transformer. Several similar past failures of this type
transformer (reference LER 50-424/1990 016 dated 8 21 90) have occurred at

'VECP. In each of these failures, the fault occurred in the *B" phase high
side windings, in the upper part of the "B" phase core. Due to the previous
similar failures, corrective action was taken to install a surge arrestor
for this transformer. -Installation of the aurge arrestor did not prevent
the failure of INB10X; however, it is poasible that the transformer had been
fatigued prior to the installation of the surge arrestor. Further study is

~in progress to assess whether premature " aging" of the transformer may have
occurred and, if so, what possible factors may have cor,tributed to the
premature-aging.

The -cause for the failure of 1NA04 to automatically transfer to the RAT's
was determined to be a failure of the RAT tie breaker to close. The as
found gap between the breaker control relay device and the breaker limit

~

switch. crank was out of specified tolerance. i

The cause_for the failure of the inverters to pick up_the power _ supply for
the'ERF computer, and associated components, was determined to be that the
battery supply breaker for the inverters had been left open._ Investigation
determined that a Georgia Power Company electrician had failed to ensure the
breaker was closed after performing a battery service discharge test on
11-28 90._ No sign-off is provided in procedure 27915 C, " General Battery

'

= Maintenance," for closing the breaker and this apparently contributed to the
-occurrence of the personnel error.

E. ANA13 SIS OF EVENT

Followip. che failure of transformer INB10X, the control room operators .
responded appropriately to initiate.a manual reactor trip, thus precluding a
challenge to the automatic protection system. Also, following the reactor

- trip, a FWI, an AFW actuation, and other required safety functions occurred
per design to maintain safe plant conditions. During the time that the
operability of emergency diesel generator 1B was affected, the operability
of the required AC offsite sources and the operability of the redundant

- - , .
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VOUn2 E!ECIRIC CENIRATING PIAW LNW 1 05000424 90 023 00 4 0F 4
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diesel generator was. demonstrated in accordance with requirements of the
Tr,ehnical Specifications. Based on these considerations, there was no
adverse effect on plant safety or on the health and safety of the public as
a result of this event.

F. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. Installation of a replacement transformer for 1NB10X was completed on
. 12 20 90 and emergency diesel generator 1B_was restored to operable
status. The replacement transformer has a Basic Lightning Impulse
Insulation Level (BIL) ratin6 of 30 while the transformer which failed
-had a BIL rating of 25.

2.:A review will be completed by 4 1 91 to identify additional " critical"
transformers and determine the feasibility of replacing them with
transformers having a higher BIL rating.

3. A replacement breaker was installed for the IN404 RAT tie breaker which
failed to.close following the reactoe trip. The breaker which was
removed from the-1NA04 RAT tie breaker cubicle was rebuilt and placed-in
-storage as a spare.

4. The battery breaker for the invertern which failed during the event was
closed after it was found open. A procedure revision is being developed
for performance of the battery service discharge test which will include
a sign off for ensuring the battery breaker is closed after test
completion.. The procedure revision is expected to be issued by 2 15 91.

C.--ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Failed. components Identification:

Transformer 1NB10X - 4160/480 Volt, Ceneral Electric Class AA/FA
Three Phase, 60 liertz, 1000/1333 KVA Rating Dry
Type Transformer

RAT Tie Breaker 1NA04 - Brown Boverl 5-kV
Model No, 511K350 3000

2. Previous Similar Events:

LER 50-424/1990-016 described a Unit 1 reactor trip which resulted from a
failure of a 4160/480 Volt CE Dry Type Transformer (1NB01X).

-3. Energy Industry Identification System Codes:

Medium - Voltage Power System (601 V to 35 kV) - EA
low - Voltage Power System (600 V and less) - EC

. , _ _ , -_ _ .


